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Löwenzorn 

"Scrumptious German Fare"

The Lowenzorn used to have a sign with 'Europe's best brawn' written on

it. The sign has gone, but the good wholesome food remains. The

restaurant is still known as the 'historical student beer pub' and not

without a good reason. The beer certainly flows when the students are

around. The bar has a rustic feel, and is decorated with 'Shrove Tuesday'

motifs. The garden is peaceful, with a nice atmosphere. In the summer,

the large grill is used, and a whole range of meat specialties are added to

the menu.

 +41 61 261 4213  www.loewenzorn-

basel.ch/

 restaurant@loewenzorn-

basel.ch

 Gemsberg 2-4, Basel

 by yu62ballena   

Les Trois Rois Brasserie 

"Classic Brasserie"

Les Trois Rois Brasserie at Les Trois Rois Hotel is a great meeting place

for friends. Whether you walk into this authentic brassiere for breakfast or

dinner, the French and Swiss cuisine will not fail to satisfy. If you're lucky

enough to find a table by the window, the beautiful view of the Rhine will

definitely make it a meal worth remembering. Be sure to try the Gran Cru

Risotto, burrata and signature seasonal seafood dishes, and top it off with

a simply outstanding dessert. Apart from the food, this place is also

known for its impeccable cocktails and Swiss wines.

 +41 61 260 5050  www.lestroisrois.com/Bras

serie.151.0.html

 concierge@lestroisrois.com  Blumenrain 8, Les Trois Rois

Hotel, Basel

 by Gianluca Gerardi on 

Unsplash   

Zum Braunen Mutz 

"Tickling Your Tastebuds"

With a restaurant like Zum Braunen Mutz in Basel, it is no wonder that the

city has found a perfect eatery spot to relax and enjoy a fabulous meal.

The warm and relaxed ambiance of this restaurant welcomes you, while

the menu here offers a nice selection of food items. Freshly cooked, the

local delicacies of this restaurant is extremely popular amongst the locals

and offers a good value for money. The restaurant also features live

events every week like live music, films, literary readings and others.

 +41 61 261 3369  www.brauner-mutz-

basel.ch

 info@brauner-mutz-

basel.ch

 Barfüsserplatz 10, Basel
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 by tomislavmedak   

Restaurant Viertel-Kreis 

"Swiss Food at its Best"

Restaurant Viertel-Kreis is lovely restaurant that has made niche for itself

with its fabulous Swiss cuisine. It is one of the best places in town to savor

local fare. Using only regional produce from sustainable producers, their

menu changes regularly. You can choose to dine indoors or alfresco in

their terrace. Complement your meal with wine from their huge wine list.

 +41 61 331 1701

(Reservations)

 www.viertel-kreis.ch/  mail@viertel-kreis.ch  Gundeldingerstrasse 505,

Restaurant Quarter Circle,

Basel
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